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Release Notes By Module
User Interface The system now displays Email Template tips if you use an Internet Explorer v8 

browser.

26.03-30

Accounts Receivable After you post an invoice with an edited commission base, the system now displays 

the correct commission base on the Receivable Info Amount Tab of the Receivable 

Detail page.

26.03-93

Accounts Receivable The Balance Info tab on the Customer Detail page now matches the AR Detail 

Summary report (aging-detail-report.rpt) after running the scheduled customer aging 

task. 

26.03-67

Customization Toolkit You can now delete User Defined Fields with a field type of "Data" and attribute of 

"Time" without receiving a Null Pointer Exception error message.

26.03-40

Data Collection The Sign In time now correctly appears in 24-hour or 12-hour time format, based on 

the time format pattern you set.

26.03-34

Estimating If you set the quote letter to display "Price by Product," the system now displays all 

products on the estimate.

26.03-119

Estimating The system no longer displays an Unfortunate Occurrence message when you 

convert an estimate to a job.

26.03-106

Estimating When you use a job product type with an associated inventory item, the system now 

displays the inventory item on the Estimate Add page and Estimate Paper Detail page 

by default.

26.03-102

Estimating By default, the system now checks the box in the Print field for prices and sizes on the 

Estimate Quote Letter Detail page when you select a quote letter type configured to 

print prices and sizes.

26.03-98

Estimating When you force a press on an estimate, the system no longer enters an inactive plate 

by default.

26.03-70

Estimating The system no longer displays an error message when you select an alternate print 

method.

26.03-60

Estimating The system now properly selects the run method of 'Work & Tumble' for an estimate 

press, as needed.

26.03-58

Estimating When you enter an estimate with a composite product, the system now uses values 

from the job product types to populate the Originals/Plies and Grain Specification 

fields by default.

26.03-54
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Estimating The Product Summary report (estimate-product-summary.rpt) now correctly includes 

the product information and prints the data in the correct order.

26.03-52

Estimating The system no longer changes the press on the Press tab of the Estimate Detail page 

when you recalculate the estimate.

26.03-46

Estimating When you force an estimate press with both active and inactive ink types, the system 

now uses only an active ink type for the press by default.

26.03-31

Estimating The system no longer displays an Unfortunate Occurrence error message when you 

use the Search and Find feature to filter the Description field data for ToPress.

26.03-1

Estimating When you create a Quote Letter (quote-letter.rpt) that includes parts with an Each Of 

value greater than 1, the system now correctly displays the price per each by dividing 

the total price by the quantity and Each Of value.

26.03-1

EFI Pace Scheduling The system now uses English (EN) as the scheduler locale by defaulted if your browser 

is set to any locale not currently supported by EFI Pace Scheduler.

26.03-86

Inventory When you pull materials, the system no longer duplicates the materials on the job 

part.

26.03-95

Inventory You can now disable the Do Not Calculate Qty Allocated feature on the Inventory 

Setup Detail page.

26.03-64

Job Costing The Time Analysis report (jobcost-time-analysis.rpt) no longer displays a blank space 

in the Total Quantity field when a Job Cost record contains both the production units 

and the count difference values.

26.03-93

Job History The Search feature now functions correctly in the job history query. 26.03-8

Job Shipments Report options now appear in the breadcrumb's context navigational menu. 26.03-100

Multi-Object Importer The system no longer displays an Unfortunate Occurrence error message on the final 

results page when you import a spreadsheet via MOI.

26.03-9

Object Model Browser The system no longer displays the [Enum Browser] button for User-Defined Fields 

with a field type of "List" in the Object Model Browser.

26.03-39

PaceConnect-Digital 

StoreFront

When you set the Sales Tax Basis field on the Job Type record in EFI Pace to Invoice 

Ship To, the system now properly associates Digital StoreFront orders to the correct 

sales tax percentage based on the Ship To contact.

26.03-116

PaceConnect-Digital 

StoreFront

The system no longer rounds paper sizes and now displays the correct values when 

you submit jobs from DSF.

26.03-75
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PaceConnect-Digital 

StoreFront

The system now populates the Ship To contact on all the parts of a job for DSF orders. 26.03-54

PaceConnect-Digital 

StoreFront

When you update a DSF job, EFI Pace now correctly sets the latest file in the URL field 

on the Job Part Detail page to "Production. "

26.03-50

PaceConnect-Digital 

StoreFront

EFI Pace no longer creates DSF shipments with zero quantities. 26.03-1

PaceConnect-Printable The Printable Job Importer WS PaceConnect record now properly creates and 

updates shipping and other job notes.

26.03-50

PaceConnect-

PrintStream

The system now correctly populates the Pages/Sig and Fold Pattern values on the Job 

Part Detail page when you import a PrintStream order.

26.03-89

PaceConnect-

PrintStream

When PrintStream voids a pull ticket, EFI Pace now modifies the job part Cancelled 

production status to the one defined on the PrintStream PaceConnect record.

26.03-41

PaceStation The security settings for Type on PaceStation inquiries that override the standard 

form is now disabled so that the inquiry is always a "System" type.

26.03-79

PaceStation When you update the value in the User field on the Inquiry Settings tab of the User 

Defined Inquiry Detail page, the system now correctly reflects the change when you 

refresh the page.

26.03-41

User-Defined Forms The system no longer displays the Enable Attachment Context field for User-Defined 

Objects (UDOs) that already include related attachments.

26.03-26
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Estimating If you set the quote letter to display "Price by Product," the system now displays all 

products on the estimate.

26.03-119

PaceConnect-Digital 

StoreFront

When you set the Sales Tax Basis field on the Job Type record in EFI Pace to Invoice 

Ship To, the system now properly associates Digital StoreFront orders to the correct 

sales tax percentage based on the Ship To contact.

26.03-116

Estimating The system no longer displays an Unfortunate Occurrence message when you 

convert an estimate to a job.

26.03-106

Estimating When you use a job product type with an associated inventory item, the system now 

displays the inventory item on the Estimate Add page and Estimate Paper Detail page 

by default.

26.03-102

Job Shipments Report options now appear in the breadcrumb's context navigational menu. 26.03-100

Estimating By default, the system now checks the box in the Print field for prices and sizes on the 

Estimate Quote Letter Detail page when you select a quote letter type configured to 

print prices and sizes.

26.03-98

Inventory When you pull materials, the system no longer duplicates the materials on the job 

part.

26.03-95

Accounts Receivable After you post an invoice with an edited commission base, the system now displays 

the correct commission base on the Receivable Info Amount Tab of the Receivable 

Detail page.

26.03-93

Job Costing The Time Analysis report (jobcost-time-analysis.rpt) no longer displays a blank space 

in the Total Quantity field when a Job Cost record contains both the production units 

and the count difference values.

26.03-93

PaceConnect-

PrintStream

The system now correctly populates the Pages/Sig and Fold Pattern values on the Job 

Part Detail page when you import a PrintStream order.

26.03-89

EFI Pace Scheduling The system now uses English (EN) as the scheduler locale by defaulted if your browser 

is set to any locale not currently supported by EFI Pace Scheduler.

26.03-86

PaceStation The security settings for Type on PaceStation inquiries that override the standard 

form is now disabled so that the inquiry is always a "System" type.

26.03-79

PaceConnect-Digital 

StoreFront

The system no longer rounds paper sizes and now displays the correct values when 

you submit jobs from DSF.

26.03-75

Estimating When you force a press on an estimate, the system no longer enters an inactive plate 

by default.

26.03-70
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Accounts Receivable The Balance Info tab on the Customer Detail page now matches the AR Detail 

Summary report (aging-detail-report.rpt) after running the scheduled customer aging 

task. 

26.03-67

Inventory You can now disable the Do Not Calculate Qty Allocated feature on the Inventory 

Setup Detail page.

26.03-64

Estimating The system no longer displays an error message when you select an alternate print 

method.

26.03-60

Estimating The system now properly selects the run method of 'Work & Tumble' for an estimate 

press, as needed.

26.03-58

Estimating When you enter an estimate with a composite product, the system now uses values 

from the job product types to populate the Originals/Plies and Grain Specification 

fields by default.

26.03-54

PaceConnect-Digital 

StoreFront

The system now populates the Ship To contact on all the parts of a job for DSF orders. 26.03-54

Estimating The Product Summary report (estimate-product-summary.rpt) now correctly includes 

the product information and prints the data in the correct order.

26.03-52

PaceConnect-Digital 

StoreFront

When you update a DSF job, EFI Pace now correctly sets the latest file in the URL field 

on the Job Part Detail page to "Production. "

26.03-50

PaceConnect-Printable The Printable Job Importer WS PaceConnect record now properly creates and 

updates shipping and other job notes.

26.03-50

Estimating The system no longer changes the press on the Press tab of the Estimate Detail page 

when you recalculate the estimate.

26.03-46

PaceConnect-

PrintStream

When PrintStream voids a pull ticket, EFI Pace now modifies the job part Cancelled 

production status to the one defined on the PrintStream PaceConnect record.

26.03-41

PaceStation When you update the value in the User field on the Inquiry Settings tab of the User 

Defined Inquiry Detail page, the system now correctly reflects the change when you 

refresh the page.

26.03-41

Customization Toolkit You can now delete User Defined Fields with a field type of "Data" and attribute of 

"Time" without receiving a Null Pointer Exception error message.

26.03-40

Object Model Browser The system no longer displays the [Enum Browser] button for User-Defined Fields 

with a field type of "List" in the Object Model Browser.

26.03-39

Data Collection The Sign In time now correctly appears in 24-hour or 12-hour time format, based on 

the time format pattern you set.

26.03-34
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Estimating When you force an estimate press with both active and inactive ink types, the system 

now uses only an active ink type for the press by default.

26.03-31

User Interface The system now displays Email Template tips if you use an Internet Explorer v8 

browser.

26.03-30

User-Defined Forms The system no longer displays the Enable Attachment Context field for User-Defined 

Objects (UDOs) that already include related attachments.

26.03-26

Multi-Object Importer The system no longer displays an Unfortunate Occurrence error message on the final 

results page when you import a spreadsheet via MOI.

26.03-9

Job History The Search feature now functions correctly in the job history query. 26.03-8

Estimating The system no longer displays an Unfortunate Occurrence error message when you 

use the Search and Find feature to filter the Description field data for ToPress.

26.03-1

Estimating When you create a Quote Letter (quote-letter.rpt) that includes parts with an Each Of 

value greater than 1, the system now correctly displays the price per each by dividing 

the total price by the quantity and Each Of value.

26.03-1

PaceConnect-Digital 

StoreFront

EFI Pace no longer creates DSF shipments with zero quantities. 26.03-1


